
The Epique Revolution Continues as a New Era
of Real Estate Excellence has Arrived in
Kentucky

Epique Realty Kentucky Principal State Broker Brian

Bell

#BeEpique

Setting a new standard in the real estate

industry with unparalleled agent benefits,

cutting-edge technology, and exceptional

support.

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY, UNITED

STATES, June 17, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Industry

disruptive real estate brokerage,

Epique Realty, recognized for its

assiduous approach and conscientious

agent support, announces its latest

expansion into Kentucky marking

another significant milestone in a year

of meteoric growth. Reinforcing a firm

commitment to challenging the current

brokerage model and perpetuating

transformative industry shifts, the

move further solidifies Epique’s

presence as a true landmark to

necessitate change. Leading this

exciting new venture is Principal State

Broker Brian Bell, a distinguished real

estate professional with over 20 years

of industry experience. Epique is

beyond elated to begin this journey

with Brian, and to deliver unmatched

benefits to every Epique Agent in Kentucky. 

Epique’s expansion into Kentucky is not just about growth; it's about setting a new standard for

all agents, no matter where they hang their license. With a strong foundation built on innovative

technology, comprehensive agent support, and a forward-thinking approach, The Epique

Revolution forges on in the Bluegrass State. Kentucky agents now have access to unrivaled

resources along with some of the most unique and exclusive benefits in the business. Epique

Realty’s spectacular 5x growth over 6 months has proved a true conscientiousness disruptor,

http://www.einpresswire.com


No one can copy what we’re

doing because they aren’t

building with the same

foundation. It’s our core

values that permeate and

make Epique such a unique

company.”

Joshua Miller, Co-Founder &

CEO

making Epique a standout name in the industry.

Brian brings a wealth of knowledgeable expertise to the

Epique Realty team. With a career spanning more than two

decades, Brian has confidently guided countless clients

through the complexities of buying and selling properties.

His academic background in Business Administration,

combined with his extensive hands-on experience, equips

him to deliver exceptional service and outstanding results

for his clients.

“Brian embodies the spirit of excellence and community

engagement that Epique Realty exemplifies. His extensive experience and deep roots in the

Kentuckiana area make him the perfect leader for our expansion into Kentucky. We are so

excited to welcome Brian and look forward to providing the Epique Experience in the state of

Kentucky!”

Joshua Miller, CEO and Co-Founder

But Brian's contributions extend far beyond his professional accomplishments. He is deeply

embedded in his community, serving on numerous local nonprofit boards, and demonstrating a

steadfast commitment to giving back. As the Executive Director of the Arts Alliance of Southern

Indiana, Brian plays a pivotal role in supporting creative expression and cultural enrichment. He

fosters collaboration and engagement among artists and community members, ensuring that

the arts remain a vibrant and integral part of the region.

"Expanding into Kentucky with Brian Bell as our Principal State Broker is a significant step

forward for Epique Realty. His dedication to his clients and community aligns perfectly with our

core values. This leadership will undoubtedly enhance our ability to provide exceptional support

and opportunities to agents in Kentucky."

Janice Delcid, CFO and Co-Founder

Brian's entrepreneurial spirit is further showcased through his ownership of The Magnolia, a

premier event venue in Clarksville, Indiana. This top-notch facility reflects Brian's dedication to

providing exceptional spaces for gatherings, celebrations, and special occasions, contributing to

the area's vibrant social scene.

"Brian’s multifaceted background and entrepreneurial spirit resonate with Epique Realty’s

mission to innovate and excel. His commitment to the arts and his community involvement

highlights the kind of leadership that will drive our success in Kentucky. We are excited to see the

positive impact he will bring to our agents and clients in the region."

Chris Miller, COO and Co-Founder



Residing in the Kentuckiana area with his husband and daughter, Brian actively contributes to

both the real estate industry and the local arts and culture scene. His multifaceted roles as a real

estate professional, community leader, arts advocate, and business owner underscore his

unwavering commitment to making a positive impact on the communities he serves.

Epique Realty's expansion into Kentucky is driven by its core mission to empower real estate

agents with the tools, support, and benefits they need to succeed. The Epique movement in

Kentucky will become part of an empowering environment that fosters success through

innovative technology, comprehensive support, and unparalleled benefits. When an agent joins

Epique Realty they can expect a suite of unparalleled benefits, including:

- Innovative Technology:Epique Realty leverages cutting-edge AI-based technology to streamline

processes, enhance efficiency, and provide agents with the best tools in the industry.

- Comprehensive Support: From free healthcare to transaction coordinators, Epique Realty offers

a level of support that is unmatched in the industry, ensuring that agents can focus on what they

do best – serving their clients.

- Revenue Sharing: Agents have additional opportunities to earn supplementary income through

Epique Realty's unique revenue-sharing program, rewarding them for bringing new talent into

the fold.

- Marketing and Training: With free listing photos, social media ads, and continuous education

courses, agents are equipped with the resources they need to market themselves effectively and

stay ahead of industry trends.

For more information about Epique Realty and its expansion into Kentucky, visit

https://www.joinEpique.com.

Barbara Simpson

Epique Realty
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